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• The Bloomberg Mandates team surveyed 50 institutional allocators globally between May 14 - June 10, 2020.

• The majority of allocators surveyed (78%) categorized themselves as single or multi family offices, followed by fund of funds and 

financial institutions/asset managers. The majority (74%) had up to $9 billion in assets under management and just over half (56%) 

allocated to both hedge funds and private markets funds.

• 94% believe the global economy will contract by end of 2020 as a result of COVID-19, with most believing we will see a contraction 

between -10 to -20%. Three-quarters (74%) believe these effects will be the main driver of fund performance for 12 months or more.

• 50% have increased or indicated a plan to increase allocations to alternative funds, with hedge funds and private debt funds seeing the 

largest increase or expected increase for allocations (47%, 35%, respectively). 

• 68% of allocators sought to re-position their portfolios – of that 68%, three-quarters (73%) intend to keep their allocations within 

alternatives; either in a different strategy within the same alternative category (e.g. hedge fund to hedge fund) or a different major 

alternative category (e.g. hedge fund to private debt). A minority (9%) of respondents sought to move their capital outside of 

alternatives funds (e.g. into listed equities).

• For hedge funds, long/short equity, distressed debt, and global macro proved to be the most interesting strategies. 

Fund of hedge funds, long-biased equity, and private debt were shown to be the least appealing strategies.

• For private markets, debt strategies (distressed, special opportunities), and buyout (small and mid cap) proved to be the most 

interesting strategies. Fund of PE funds, buyout (large cap), venture (seed), and real estate were the least appealing strategies.

• Alternative fund managers have responded to the market impacts presented by COVID-19 by being nimble to provide new 

opportunities and allocators surveyed are eager to take advantage. These include new fund launches, re-opening of previously closed 

funds and co-investment opportunities.

• When it comes to being approached by new funds that the allocators surveyed have no existing relationship with, new timely product 

offerings spur the most interest compared to existing pre-COVID product offerings.

Executive Summary
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• The Bloomberg Mandates team surveyed 50 institutional allocators globally between 

May 14 - June 10, 2020 

• Responses were aggregated and anonymized to gain an insight into how allocators are 

repositioning their alternative fund portfolios due to COVID-19 related market movements. 

• By allocators we define these as institutional investors, such as family offices, fund of funds, 

wealth managers, asset managers, pensions, endowments and foundations.

• By alternative funds we define these as hedge funds, private equity, private debt, real assets 

and other private markets funds. 

• Limitations: This is a small sample size of mainly currently and past mandates users. This is 

not a full representation therefore of all allocator views. 

Survey Methodology & Limitations
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• The majority of allocators 

surveyed (78%) categorized 

themselves as 

single or multi family offices, 

followed by fund of funds and 

financial institutions/asset 

managers

Section 1: Surveyed Universe

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Single/Multi Family Office

Fund of Funds

Financial Institution /
Asset Manager

Seeder

Consultant

Insurance Company

Pension Fund

Endowment or Foundation

Other

What type of allocator do you describe your firm as?
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• The majority of allocators 

surveyed (74%) had up to $9 

billion in assets under 

management 

• 52% of allocators surveyed 

managed over $1 billion

Section 1: Surveyed Universe

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Prefer not to answer

Less than $100 million

$100 – 499 million

$500 – 999 million

$1 – 9 billion

$10 – 49 billion

$50 – 99 billion

$100 billion or more

What was the total AUM of your firm?
as of 31st December 2019 - USD (millions)
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• 44% of allocators surveyed 

dedicated more than half of their 

portfolios to alternatives

• Just over a quarter (28%) of 

allocators surveyed dedicated 

their entire portfolios to 

alternative funds

Section 1: Surveyed Universe
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What percentage was allocated to Alternative Funds?
as of December 31st, 2019 - % of Firm AUM
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• Most allocators surveyed (56%) 

allocated to both Hedge Funds 

and Private Markets Funds*

*Private Equity, Private Debt, Real Estate, Venture Capital, etc.

Section 1: Surveyed Universe

Hedge Funds
26%

Private Markets 
Funds
18%

Both
56%

What types of alternative funds do you allocate to?
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• A broad majority of allocators 

surveyed (94%) believe the 

global economy will contract by 

end of 2020, as a direct result of 

COVID-19

• Most believe we will see a 

contraction of between 

-10 to -20%

Section 2: Economic Outlook Sentiment
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How much do you think the global economy will 
contract/expand? as a result of COVID-19? 

by the end of 2020
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• 80% of surveyed allocators saw 

the effects of COVID-19 being the 

major factor driving fund 

performance up to 2 years

• 20% of surveyed allocators see 

the effects lasting beyond 2 years

Section 2: Economic Outlook Sentiment
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When do you expect the effects of COVID-19 will 
no longer be the major factor in driving fund 

performance?
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• In response to COVID-19, most 

allocators (60%) have decided to 

re-position, or plan to re-position, 

their portfolio’s asset allocation

Section 2: Economic Outlook Sentiment

Yes
60%

No
32%

Uncertain as yet

8%

Have you re-positioned or will you re-position your 
portfolio's asset allocation in response to COVID-19?
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• 50% of surveyed allocators 

have increased or indicated 

a plan to increase allocations 

to Alternative Funds

• About a quarter decreased 

or indicated a plan to 

decrease their allocation to 

government and corporate 

bonds (26%, 24%)

Section 3: Portfolio Re-Positioning
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How have you changed/do you expect to change your 
allocations for each asset class?

Increase Decrease No change Not applicable
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• Most of the allocators 

surveyed predominantly 

invested in Hedge Funds, 

Private Debt and Private 

Equity

• Hedge Funds and Private 

Debt Funds saw the largest 

increase or expected increase 

for allocations

(47%, 35%)

• Real Estate and Venture 

Capital saw the smallest 

increase or expected increase 

(15%, 12%)

Section 3: Portfolio Re-Positioning
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Private Debt
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For Alternative Funds: How have you changed/ do you 
expect to change your allocations?

Increase Decrease No change Not applicable
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• 73% of allocators surveyed 

intend to keep their allocations 

within alternatives; either in a 

different strategy within the 

same alternative category 

(e.g. hedge fund to hedge 

fund) or a different major 

alternative category (e.g. 

hedge fund to private debt)

• A minority (9%) of 

respondents sought to move 

their capital outside of 

alternatives funds (e.g. into 

listed equities)

Section 3: Portfolio Re-Positioning

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Swap to other strategy type within the
same Alternative category

(e.g. Hedge Fund to Hedge Fund)

Re-invest into a different major
Alternative category

(e.g. Hedge Fund to Private Debt)

Re-allocate outside of Alternative
Funds

(e.g. into Listed Equities)

Other

Not applicable

In re-positioning to one or more categories, 
what is your major change?
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Hedge Fund Strategies

• Long/Short Equity, 

Distressed Debt, and 

Global Macro proved to be 

the most interesting hedge 

fund strategies

• Fund of Hedge Funds, 

Long-Biased Equity, and 

Private Debt were shown 

to be the least appealing 

strategies

Section 3: Portfolio Re-Positioning

15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20

Long/Short Equity

Distressed Debt

Global Macro

Equity Market Neutral

Long-Biased Equity

Equity (Emerging Markets)

Private Debt

Long/Short Credit

Commodities

CTAs/Managed Futures

Event Driven/Special Situations

Equity (Activist)

Equity Statistical Arbitrage

Mortgage Backed Securities

Structured Credit

Merger Arbitrage

Short-Biased Equity

Convertible Arbitrage

Fixed Income Arbitrage

Emerging Markets Debt

Capital Structure Arbitrage

Multi-Strategy

Volatility Arbitrage

Fund of Hedge Funds

Asset Backed Securities

Hedge Funds: which strategies are currently 
LEAST/MOST interesting to you?

Allocators surveyed selected up to 3 strategies for each 
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Private Markets Strategies*

• Likewise, Debt strategies 

(Distressed, Special 

Opportunities), and Buyout 

(Small and Mid Cap) proved 

to be the most interesting 

private markets strategies

• Fund of PE Funds, Buyout 

(Large Cap), Venture (Seed), 

and Real Estate were the 

least appealing strategies

*Private Equity, Private Debt, Real Estate, Venture Capital, etc.

Section 3: Portfolio Re-Positioning
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Venture (Late Stage)
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Fund of PE Funds

Private Markets: which strategies are currently 
LEAST/MOST interesting to you?

Allocators surveyed selected up to 3 strategies for each 
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• Alternative fund managers 

have responded to the market 

impacts presented by COVID-

19 by being nimble to provide 

new opportunities…

Section 4: New Fund Product Offerings

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

New fund launches
Re-opening of previously closed funds

Novel trade ideas or co-investment
Calls for capital

None / Not applicable
Other

Have funds presented you with any idiosyncratic 
opportunities as a result of market impacts from 

COVID-19? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Yes, in progress now

Yes, within 6 months

Uncertain as yet

No, don’t expect to

Are you investing in one or more of these 
idiosyncratic opportunities?

…and allocators surveyed are 

eager to take advantage of 

those new opportunities
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• When it comes to being 

approached by new funds 

that allocators surveyed 

have NO existing 

relationship with, new 

timely product offerings 

spur the most interest

• A proportion of allocators 

are not interested to hear 

about existing pre-COVID 

offerings or new timely 

offerings in the next few 

months

Section 4: New Fund Product Offerings

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Very interested

Somewhat interested

Not interested

In the next few months, how interested are you in 
hearing from fund managers with whom you have NO

existing relationship? 
depending on whether they have a new, timely offering or 

their existing pre-COVID offering?

New timely offerings Existing pre-COVID offerings
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Bloomberg Mandates Platform leverages 

Bloomberg’s global network to efficiently 

connect institutional investors with 

alternative funds to assist in 

manager research and capital raising.

Restricted to funds, end institutional 

investors and consultants, Bloomberg 

Mandates Platform is a closed community. 

Institutional investors do not require a 

Bloomberg Terminal to use the platform. 

The function is found at MNDS <GO> 

Contact the Bloomberg Mandates team to 

leverage our network and to learn more.

Bloomberg Mandates Platform: MNDS <GO>
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Bloomberg Mandates

EMEA

Libbi (Elizabeth) Ross

Bloomberg Mandates Team:

Bloomberg Mandates 

EMEA

Zachary Errichetti

Bloomberg Mandates 

US

Frances Tong 

Bloomberg Mandates 

US

William Dubbs

Contact us:

mandates@bloomberg.net
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The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL® service, BLOOMBERG Data, and MNDS (the "Services") are owned and distributed by Bloomberg Finance L.P. ("BFLP") in all jurisdictions other than Argentina, Bermuda, China, India, Japan, 

and Korea (the "BLP Countries"). BFLP is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bloomberg L.P. ("BLP"). BLP provides BFLP with global marketing and operational support and service for the Services and distributes the Services either directly 

or through a non-BFLP subsidiary in the BLP Countries. Certain functionalities distributed via the Services are available only to sophisticated institutional investors and only where the necessary legal clearance has been obtained. 

BFLP, BLP and their affiliates do not guarantee the accuracy of data or information in the Services. Nothing in the Services shall constitute or be construed as an offering of financial instruments by BFLP, BLP or their affiliates, or as 

investment advice or recommendations by BFLP, BLP or their affiliates of an investment strategy or whether or not to "buy", "sell" or "hold" an investment. Information available via the Services should not be considered as information 

sufficient upon which to base an investment decision. By accessing MNDS and any content, research, factsheets or other material related to MNDS, you acknowledge and agree that the data contained herein is provided to you for 

information purposes only and you remain responsible for your own compliance with any applicable law or regulation.

No aspect of the Services is based on the consideration of any customer's individual circumstances. BFLP and its affiliates do not express an opinion on the future or expected value of any security or other interest and do not explicitly 

or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment or other strategy. Customers should on their own assess the Services and determine whether they agree with the information in the Services. The Services should not be construed as 

tax or accounting advice.


